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                Sane Sex Life and Sane Sex Living

                
 by   H.W. Long 
Sane Sex Life and Sane Sex Living is written by H.W. Long which explores the philosophical view of sex and sex life.

It starts with why there was a need to create sex in human life, why children could have been born in ways other than sex, the misunderstood motherhood & fatherhood and the rationalism on sex in different part of the world. Th..
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                Plain Facts for Old and Young

                
 by   John Harvey Kellogg 
Plain Facts for Old and Young is written by John Harvey Kellogg, an American physician, who promoted vegetarianism and attained fame with his invention of corn flakes.

The author was advocating a conservative and orthodox view on sex. Masturbation would lead to poor physical, mental and moral health of individuals especially in young human. Sexu..
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                Woman Her Sex And Love Life

                
 by   William J. Robinson 
Woman Her Sex And Love Life, By William J. Robinson, an American Physician who is remembered as the first American physician to advocate birth control and contraceptive knowledge.

The author starts the book with the interesting topic of how woman was created in the universe, based on the Hindu mythology, which ends up in a note of “Man neither l..
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                Sex -  Avoided subjects Discussed in Plain English

                
 by   Henry Stanton 
Sex: Avoided subjects Discussed in Plain English, is a book which explores one of the most inevitable but avoided subject of sexual education for human beings is written by Henry Stanton.

This book is a study guide for both men and women, which describes the phenomena of sex right from birth, childhood, adulthood, puberty, marriage and love rela..
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                Studies in the Psychology of Sex -  Volume I

                
 by   Henry Havelock Ellis 
Studies in the Psychology of Sex is a multiple volume text written by the British physician Henry Havelock Ellis, who has been an influential force in the psychoanalysis studies through his introduction of notions such as auto-eroticism, and narcissism.

The first textbook on homosexuality has been co-authored by him, which deals with transgender..
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